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Three 20th Century Eras of Social 
and Economic Change in the US
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Missouri population change 
1980-1990 and 1990-2000
– From 1980 to 1990 more than 65,000 moved 
away from Missouri than moved in
– From 1990-2000 more than 250,000 more 
people to Missouri than moved away
– A majority moving here during the 1990s came 
from the west coast


New Economic Development
Considerations
1. Globalization
2. Revolution in Telecommunications
3. Cost of Living
4. Quality of Life






Percent Change in Missouri Population by 
Age Cohorts, 1990-2000
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SOURCE:  USDC, Bureau of the Census, Census of Population and Housing, Summary File 1 (2000); Summary Tape File 1 (1990)
Produced by:  The Office of Social and Economic Data Analysis, UOE [E.J. Cleveland, Nov. 2001]




Impact of
Transfer Payments

Disability of 
Non-Institutionalized 
Persons


Hispanic School Enrollment in McDonald 
County by School Year
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SOURCE:  Missouri Department of Elementary and Secondary Education, Core Data
Prepared by:  University Outreach and Extension, Office of Social and Economic Data Analysis – (OSEDA)
Chart Generated on 3.5.2002
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REGIONALIZATION
 WORK
 RETAIL TRADE
 HEALTH CARE
 IMPLICATIONS
0 Community
0 Public Finance




CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING REGIONS
› All Economies are Regional
› Regional Centers are vital to regional viability:
 They are essential to growth but not necessarily the location of growth.
 The population of a place is not necessarily the determining factor in 
whether it is a regional center or not.
› Missouri is one of the most economically, geographically and culturally 
diverse states in the U.S
 It would facilitate planning and delivery of services if regional boundaries 
were drawn so that counties within a region were relatively homogeneous 
while the differences between regions would be relatively great. That 
would facilitate more effective targeting of training and educational 
services.
 Ironically regional centers are more alike than the regions they serve.
› Transportation routes are a consideration in establishing regional boundaries. 
A concern is accessibility and it is easier to get to some regional centers from 
one direction than another.
Educational Attainment


“To work, a modern economy
needs a mass well-educated
work force.  An educated elite 
will not suffice.  Illiteracy hurts 
the literate.”
~ Lester Thurow
Health Statistics


Any organization (school, 
community, farm organization, 
business) tends to get back 
pretty much what it measures 
and rewards
~ Ray Marshall
What we are measuring
is becoming less 
important…
…what is becoming more 
important, we aren’t 
measuring
What are we measuring?
What should we be measuring?
 Number of doctors per 1,000
or health
 Standardized test scores
or an ability to learn how to learn
 Number of jobs created
or improvement in income
 Number of meetings held
or problems solved
The Economy of Small Towns
 There are growing problems of linking work with 
community in the new global economy.  Jobs 
imported from the outside may reside in the 
community but often fail to become a part of the 
community. Economic development is not merely job 
growth.
Rural community development faces a tall order in 
helping to generate employment that is both 
financially rewarding (because it is productive) and
valued by the community.   
 That is more likely to occur if community economic 
development becomes a goal shared by a broader 
range of local interests, e.g., schools, government, 
business, voluntary organizations, and especially 
workers themselves. It is everyone’s business
The Work of Sustaining Community
It has been observed by Brendtro, et. al., that 
as young people are increasingly being 
viewed as consumers, they, at the same time, 
have had fewer opportunities to be producers
of goods and services for others.  They 
suggest that many young people may have 
difficulty learning values without an 
opportunity to be of value to others.
The work of building social capital must help 
bring the pieces of community into effective 
collaboration 
Change in Missouri Population
 From 1980 to 1990 Missouri had 65,000 
more people move away than move in
 Most of those were college graduates
 From 1990 – 2000 there were 250,000 more 
people who moved to Missouri than moved 
away
Rural Development Goals
1. Create Economic Activities Which:
 Utilize higher levels of training, 
skill and education
 Produce higher income
Rural Development Goals
2. Make More Effective Use of 
Resources:
 Value-Added Agriculture
 Human Resources
 Infrastructure
Rural Development Goals
3. Improve Accessibility to Necessary 
Services:
 Health
 Social Services
Rural Development Goals
4. Mobilize Communities to:
 Achieve ability to act on their own 
behalf
 Effectively access and use outside 
resources
 Integrate various sectors/interests into a 
comprehensive strategy
The Agenda…
3. We can’t create something we don’t imagine 
first. So part of the community of the new 
century should be envisioning how the 
values of community, fairness, work and 
choice can become more operational. 
4. That vision should build on a foundation of 
greater connectedness and integration.  A 
connectedness that links the public with the 
private; work with worth;  the ideal with the 
real. 
The Agenda…
5. That vision should be created from the 
informed discussion and experimentation of 
the participants. 
6. As my personal guru of community 
development has observed: 
“The foundation of rural community 
development is a more informed local 
citizenry.”
~Glen Pulver
